
HERRMANN-DEBROUX
EUROCITIES-METREX EVENT 31/03-01/04

From roads to urban streets, or to Metropolitan avenues



PROGRAM 01.04.2022
9:30 Site visit of case-study Herrmann-Debroux
12:00 Lunch

13:00 Workshop introduction
13:15 Workshop in groups
14:45 Break

15:00 Presentation by the different groups
16:00 Break

16:15 Conclusion of the workshop & Brussels event
16:30 End of Brussels event



Workshop introduction
by ORG



WORKSHOP IN GROUPS
A. Reconverting highway entrances 

What is to learn or to question from the case-study of Herrmann-Debroux ? 
A1. Car-dependent commercial areas 
A2. Park & Ride of Mobility Hubs 
A3. Inter-regional Cooperation 

B. Taking action
How to turn a strategic and regulatory framework into an operational 
framework ? 
B1. Ideal phasing
B2. Funding and financing
B3. What happens now ? 



A1. Car-dependent commercial areas 

What is the future of such programs at the fringe of cities as car-oriented 
infrastructures are being limited and repurposed ? A mix-use urban neighborhood is 
proposed the the case study. 









A2. Park & Ride or Mobility Hubs 

How to propose alternatives to car-dependency ? Are P+R an answer ? Where 
should they be located ? Limited by territoriality, the case-study proposes a ”mobility-
hub” at the edge of the city, aiming to also answer outward mobility needs. 











A3. Inter-regional Cooperation

By essence, infrastructure crosses borders. How to we organize efficient inter-
regional cooperation ? In the case-study, the cooperation is minimal. What could be 
improved ? 







B1. Ideal phasing

What should come first ? Public infrastructures or private development ? How should 
or could it be regulated ? What are the best practices which could be applied to the 
case-study ? 









B2. Funding and financing 

Large-scale infrastructure projects are dependent on long-term funding and 
financing. What are the possibilities to publicly fund the project ? Could we harness 
private capital generated by the redevelopment ? How ? 





B3. What happens now ? 

The case study proposes a long-term vision that will take time to be realized. Can 
we imagine quick actions to mobilize and experiment the transformation of the 
infrastructure in the meantime ? What could we start tomorrow ? 





Gent zonder auto’s – fly-over as 
event place on a car-free Sunday 
(2021)



14:45-15:00 Break



Presentations



PRESENTATIONS
A1. Car-dependent commercial areas 
A2. Park & Ride of Mobility Hubs 
A3. Inter-regional Cooperation 
B1. Ideal phasing
B2. Funding and financing
B3. What happens now ? 



A1. Car-dependant commercial areas



A2. Park & Ride or Mobility Hubs



A3. Inter-regional Cooperation



B1. Ideal phasing



B2. Funding and financing



B3. What happens now ? 



16:00-16:15 Break



Conclusion of the workshop 
& of Brussels event
by perspective.brussels




